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Abstract
We investigate the strong coupling behavior of certain orbifolds of the heterotic string, with
N = 2 supersymmetry in four dimensions, by comparing the correction to the R2 term
with the same quantity, computed on both the type I duals and on the duals constructed
by orientifolding the type IIB string with the world-sheet parity coupled to a twist along
four compact coordinates. In the latter, the role of D9 and D5 branes, as compared to the
ordinary type I orientifolds, is exchanged. Part of the gauge group of these orientifolds is
non-perturbative on the heterotic side: the comparison of dual constructions reveals that
the symmetry between the perturbative and non-perturbative part (S $ T symmetry) is
non-perturbatively broken. We determine then the dominant behavior of the eective, non-
perturbative gauge couplings of these two parts, in both the weak and strong coupling limits.




In Ref. [1] we analyzed the strong coupling behavior of an orbifold of the heterotic string,
compactied to four space-time dimensions, in which the initial N = 4 supersymmetry was
reduced to N = 2 by a freely acting, Z2 projection. Dierently from the case considered in
Ref. [2], the orbifold projection did not produce there a reduction of the rank of the gauge
group, and we did not have at our disposal a type IIA dual orbifold in which to compute
perturbatively the dependence of threshold corrections on the dilaton eld. The analysis was
therefore carried by comparing the heterotic construction with its type I duals, constructed
both as freely acting orbifolds of the N = 4 type I string, obtained by orientifolding the
type IIB string with the world-sheet parity Ω, and as freely acting orbifolds of the dual,
\type I" construction obtained by projecting the type IIB string with ~Ω  I(7;8;9;10)Ω. In
this last construction, the role of the D9- and D5- branes appear exchanged, as compared to
the ordinary type I construction. In the type I dual there was a limit in the moduli space
in which the D5-branes sector, generated by a freely acting projection, disappeared. In the
~Ω dual, it was the D9-branes sector that showed this behavior. On the other hand, in that
model, thanks to the existence of directions transverse to the branes, it was possible to look
at the theory in the limit of large volume of the transverse space, V(4) ! 1, where the
action of the D5-branes and of the associated O5 planes is \trivialized". From the point
of view of the eective theory, this is a strong coupling limit. However, even though this
region in the moduli space is beyond the range of the perturbative solution of the eective
theory, it is easily manageable from the point of view of the construction, where it appears
that the projection due to the orientifold planes and the D5-branes vanishes for V(4) ! 1,
showing that the breaking of supersymmetry due to the ~Ω projection is \spontaneous", and
corresponds, in the eective theory, to a non-perturbative super-Higgs mechanism.
This property seems to be a general feature of all the type I constructions. For type I
string compactications below six dimensions the role of D9- and D5-branes can always be
exchanged, by a simple T-duality along four compact coordinates in the type IIB parent
string. In ten dimensions this cannot be seen, because the D9-branes fulll the space and
the theory is always \on the branes".
In this work, we continue the analysis of Ref. [1], by considering instead non-freely
acting orbifolds. The breaking of supersymmetry is in this case non-spontaneous, and it is
not possible to restore a larger amount of supersymmetry by going to special limits in the
moduli space. On the other hand, these orbifolds have xed points, that provide additional
N = 2 vector and hypermultiplets. At the Abelian point, the extra vector multiplets are
provided by a D5- (resp. D9-) branes sector in the type I, Ω (resp. ~Ω) constructions. On
the heterotic side, the extension of the gauge group is non-perturbative. The examples
we consider actually include a particular phase of the type I \U(16)  U(16)", N = 2
orbifold [3, 4], in which appropriate Wilson lines break the gauge group to U(1)16  U(1)16,
and the only hypermultiplets are those originating from the Kaluza{Klein modes of the
compactication and from the orbifold twisted sector. In the heterotic construction one of
the two U(1)16 factors is non-perturbative.
From a non-perturbative point of view, these models can be interpreted as semi-freely
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acting orbifolds, in which the non-spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry is due to the
interference of a \freely acting" projection, corresponding to the orientifold construction,
and a non-freely acting, Z2 orbifold projection. The dierent nature of these two projections
reflects in the asymmetry between the D9- and D5-branes sectors. On the type I side, at the
tree level the coupling constant of the perturbative heterotic gauge group is parametrized by
the vacuum expectation value of the dilaton eld, h ImSi, and the coupling constant of the
D5-branes sector by h ImS 0i, dual to the heterotic eld ImT , the volume of the untwisted
two-torus [5, 6]. The two sectors appear on the same footing and there seems to exist
an S $ T duality, related to heterotic six dimensional S-duality [7]. Our analysis shows
that in these constructions, at the non-perturbative level, this symmetry is broken. The
fact that the couplings corresponding respectively to the perturbative and non-perturbative
part of the heterotic gauge group have a dierent dependence on the moduli has potential
phenomenological consequences [8], allowing for a separation of the strength of gauge inter-
actions from the gravitational coupling and the string scale. Our analysis provides a rst
example in which, having at disposal a relevant part of the non-perturbative behavior of
these couplings, we can go beyond qualitative speculations.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the ~Ω orientifolds of the type
IIB string. In Section 3 we describe their type I duals, while the general properties of the
heterotic duals are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we compare these theories through the
analysis of the corrections to the R2 term. As in Ref. [1], we compare here the heterotic and
type I computations with the result obtained on the \~Ω" side in the two limits of small and
large volume, V(4), of the space transverse to the D5-branes. For small V(4), the construction
reduces to the ordinary, type I orientifolds, while in the opposite limit, that corresponds
to the strong heterotic coupling, there is a non-trivial behavior, due to the suppression of
the D5-branes eects. Supersymmetry remains nevertheless broken. This is due to the
presence of a N = 2 sector, corresponding to the type I D5-branes, non-perturbative from
the heterotic point of view.
We devote Section 6 to further comments and conclusions.
2. The ~Ω orientifolds
We start by reviewing here the action of the projection ~Ω on the type IIB string. We
consider directly the situation that will be of interest for us in the following, namely the case
in which six coordinates are compactied on a product of circles. T-duality performed along
an odd number of coordinates brings the type IIB string to the type IIA. If the T-duality
is performed along an even number of directions, we remain however in the type IIB string.
The ordinary orientifold construction is obtained by modding the type IIB string by the
world-sheet parity, Ω. In less than ten dimensions, it is possible to consider, instead of Ω, the
operation ~Ω, dened as the world-sheet parity times the target space reflection, Ix : x! −x,
along an even number of compact coordinates x. When we mod the type IIB string with
~Ω  Ω  I(7;8;9;10), we obtain an orientifold in which the O9 plane is replaced by O5 planes
and the D9-branes by D5-branes. It is still possible to have a local tadpole cancellation,
simply by putting each one of the sixteen D5-branes, together with its mirror, on one of
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the sixteen O5 orientifold planes. In this conguration, the initial N = 8 supersymmetry
of the type IIB string is reduced to N = 4, and the massless spectrum is the same as that
of the ordinary type I string in four dimensions, with the gauge group broken to U(1)16.
The partition function of this orientifold corresponds to that of the type I string, with four
coordinates T-dualized: their contribution appears therefore with the inverse of the radius
and with winding numbers instead of momenta. As we remarked in Ref. [1], owing to the
breaking of T-duality along the coordinates transverse to the D5-branes, in the type IIB
string with ~Ω the partial breaking of supersymmetry is \spontaneous": in the V(4) ! 0 limit,
the correct description is obtained when the transverse coordinates are T-dualized, giving
the ordinary type I construction. In the V(4) ! 1 limit there is instead an approximate
restoration of the initial supersymmetry, with the disappearance of the D5-branes sector.
This phenomenon cannot be observed in the ten dimensional constructions, because there
the orientifold projection produces D9-branes, that fulll the space: there are therefore no
transverse directions along which to move and go \far from the branes".
When we add a further Z2 orbifold projection, acting as a twist along x7, x8, x9, x10,
supersymmetry is further broken toN = 2. In Ref. [1], the twist was coupled to a translation
along x4 and/or x5, inside the untwisted two-torus. The further breaking of supersymmetry
was therefore also spontaneous, and the theory possessed a spontaneously broken N = 8
supersymmetry. We consider now instead the case in which there is no translation. This Z2 
Zo2 orbifold possesses then sixteen xed points, that provide sixteen further hypermultiplets.
The combined action of the Zo2 and
~Ω projections generates also a D9-branes sector, absent
in the previous case, providing, at the Abelian point, sixteen further vector multiplets. The
breaking of supersymmetry is in this case non-spontaneous: in the decompactication limit,
V(4) !1, the D5-branes sector is in fact \trivialized", in the sense above described, but the
N = 2, D9-branes sector, is always present, and the theory is therefore always in the phase
of reduced, N = 2 supersymmetry.
The S1/Z2 orbifolds possess a symmetry that exchanges the states in the twisted sector,
constructed on the twist elds +, −, and projects the momenta in the states Vmn of the
untwisted sector (see Ref. [9]):
D : (+; −; Vmn) ! (−; +; (−1)m Vmn) : (2.1)
In our Zo2 orbifold there are four directions possessing this symmetry: by coupling the D-
operation on the twisted coordinates to a translation in the two-torus, it is therefore possible
to construct orbifolds with a reduced number of twisted states [10]{[12]. This operation com-
mutes with the supersymmetry-breaking projection. By projecting with one such operation1,
the number of xed points is reduced by half; with two of them it is reduced to a quarter
of the initial one. This is the maximal reduction, because there are only two independent
directions in the two-torus, along which it is possible to act with the associated translation.
Starting from the model discussed above, with sixteen hypermultiplets originating from the
twisted sector, and a corresponding D9-branes sector with sixteen vector multiplets, it is
possible to construct, via D-projections, models with respectively eight and four of them.
1We refer the reader to [10]{[12] for a detailed discussion of this operation.
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All these models dier only in the Z2-twisted and the D9-branes sector, the rest of the
spectrum being the same (see also Section 3).
3. The type I duals
The type I dual of the orbifold with sixteen xed points is the model with maximal gauge
group U(16)  U(16), presented in [3, 4], which is constructed as an orientifold of the type
IIB string compactied on T 2  T 4/Z2. The second U(16) factor, that originates from the
D5-branes sector, corresponds, on the heterotic side, to the contribution of small instantons
[13], and is entirely non-perturbative. The gauge group U(16) U(16) is obtained when all
the D5-branes sit at an orbifold xed point [4]. The open string massless spectrum contains
vector multiplets in the adjoint representation of U(16) U(16) and hypermultiplets in the
(120; 1) and (1; 120), antisymmetric representations, and in the (16; 16), bifundamental
representation. The massless spectrum of this model includes then the states of the closed
string sector, namely the sixteen hypermultiplets originating from the orbifold twisted sector
and the usual three vector and four hypermultiplets of the compactication. By introducing
appropriate Wilson lines and separating the D5-branes from each other, it is possible to break
the gauge group U(16)  U(16) to U(1)16  U(1)16, and eliminate all the hypermultiplets
originating from the open string sector.
The type I duals of the orbifolds with reduced number of xed points are easily con-
structed as orientifolds of the type IIB string, compactied on T 2  T 4/Z2 and projected
with D-operations. Choosing (−1)m for the action on T 2 associated to the D-projection,
leads to a shift that lifts the mass of half of the states of the closed string twisted sector
by projecting their momenta. This operation aects therefore the torus amplitude and the
D5-branes contribution in the Annulus and Mo¨bius strip amplitudes. The partition function
of this model is given by half the partition function of the ordinary orbifold plus half the
partition function of the \momentum breaking" freely acting orbifold of Ref. [14]. The
tadpole cancellation conditions for the D9-branes gauge group are the same; therefore, the
part that corresponds to the perturbative heterotic gauge group is not touched. The tadpole
conditions for the D5-branes instead are changed: now they are solved by putting half of
the usual number of D5-branes. The rank of the non-perturbative gauge group is reduced
by half per each such D-projection. At the Abelian point the gauge group is therefore
U(1)169  U(1)16/2
nD
5 , with nD the number of D-projections.
4. The heterotic duals
The heterotic duals are constructed as T 2  T 4/Z2 orbifolds of the N = 4 heterotic string
compactied on T 6. Let’s consider rst the dual of the orbifold with sixteen hypermultiplets
in the twisted sector: it corresponds to the maximal rank heterotic construction, in which
the gauge group embedding of the spin connection is realized as follows. The Z2 orbifold
projection acts symmetrically on the left and right movers of T 4 and has a c = (0; 6) embed-
ding in the currents. This means that if the c = (0; 16) block corresponding to the currents
is described in terms of 32 free fermion degrees of freedom, the Z2 projection acts as −1
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on 12 of these fermions. An embedding of this form is not necessarily required by modular
invariance, that would be satised also by a c = (0; 2) embedding: our choice is dictated by
the fact that we want the Z2-twisted sector to be massless. However, this is not enough. If
we count the number of hypermultiplets of the Z2-twisted sector, we see that they exceed the
number of orbifold xed points. This is due to the fact that, owing to the embedding of the
spin connection into the gauge group, on the heterotic side these hypermultiplets are charged
under the gauge group. On the type I side, instead, at rst sight they appear uncharged,
because bulk and branes states originate from dierent sectors. In order to reproduce the
\type I" duals, we must break to U(1)’s the factor of the gauge group under which these
hypermultiplets are charged. This is realized through the introduction of further Wilson
lines. Now, if we count the number of such hypermultiplets at the U(1) point, we see that
they are half of those of the type I. A way of seeing this is by counting the scalars of these
hypermultiplets: we have a factor sixteen coming from the sixteen xed points of the T 4/Z2
orbifold, times a factor two, the multiplicity of a spin(4) corresponding to the four twisted
left-moving fermions, of which the GSO projection forces to choose one of the two chiralities.
Since the gauge group is U(1)16, there are no additional multiplicities coming from the part
embedded in the gauge group, as we wanted. We have therefore half of the scalars of sixteen
hypermultiplets. In order to obtain the correct number, we must introduce a further, discrete
Wilson line Y, whose action can be easily described in terms of free fermions: it is introduced
by a set of four complex fermions, two of them intersecting the Z2 orbifold projection on the
currents. Besides this, Y acts also as a shift in one of the twisted coordinates of the compact
space. To be concrete, let’s start by the case in which, at the N = 4 level, the gauge group of
the currents is broken to SO(16)SO(16). The Z2 orbifold projection is then embedded in
an SO(8) subgroup of the rst SO(16) and an SO(4) subgroup of the second SO(16). The
Wilson line Y picks then a factor SO(4) in each SO(16): in the rst SO(16) factor the SO(4)
embedding of Y is a subgroup of the SO(8) of the orbifold projection. The gauge group is in
this case broken to

SO(8) (SO(4)Y  SO(4))Z2
 [SO(8) SO(4)Y  SO(4)Z2]: Y plays
therefore the role of symmetrizing the Z2 orbifold projection in the two SO(16) factors. Be-
sides the Z2 -twisted sector, there is now also the massless Z2  Y -twisted sector, that
provides the other half of the states we needed in order to form the sixteen hypermultiplets
of the twisted sector. The heterotic dual is therefore a phase of the \(12,12)" heterotic model
described in [7, 15, 16], in which the 24 instantons required for the correct embedding of the
spin connection into the gauge group are chosen symmetrically in the two E8 factors.
As in the dual orbifolds, the number of hypermultiplets originating from the Z2-twisted
sector can be reduced by half or to a quarter of the initial one by modding out the twisted
states with D-projections. Such projections act on T 2 as translations.
In all these models, at the U(1)16 point, the point at which indeed the \type I" and
heterotic constructions are dual, the spectrum of the massless states originating from the
c = (0; 16) \currents" contains only sixteen vector multiplets. In order to break completely
the gauge group, it is in fact necessary to introduce Wilson lines that eliminate all the
hypermultiplets: the only remaining are those of the compact space (four), and those of the
orbifold twisted sector, whose number coincides with the number of xed points.
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5. Comparison of the models and the strong coupling behavior
As we have seen in the previous Sections, the matter and gauge elds don’t appear on the
same footing in the heterotic and type I, \ Ω " and \ ~Ω", constructions. For instance, the
hypermultiplets of the orbifold twisted sector are charged under the gauge group only on
the heterotic side; on the other hand, their number is related to the number of orbifold xed
points, and therefore, on the \type I" sides, to the rank of the D5-branes (resp. D9-branes)
gauge group. The mismatch of these constructions is due to the dierence in the perturbative
approaches, and has not be taken as an argument against duality. On the other hand, in
order to test the equivalence of these orbifolds, we must go to a point in the moduli space in
which they do \intersect", namely the point in which the gauge group is broken to a product
of U(1)’s factors.
Our test of duality consists in the comparison of the renormalization of the eective
coupling of the R2 terms, which is a function of the moduli of the vector manifolds. The
comparison of heterotic and type I strings has already been carried out in previous works
[6], but we repeat it here, recalling the basic properties of the analysis, by looking at the
renormalization of what in Refs. [10]{[18] was called the \regular" gravitational term, a
combination ofR2 and F 2 amplitudes, that possesses the property of being an \holomorphic",
smooth function of the moduli in all the string constructions (see below). On the \ ~Ω" side,
we consider both the limits V(4) ! 0 and V(4) ! 1. The rst limit trivially coincides,
through T-duality on all the coordinates of the T 4 transverse to the D5-branes, with the
type I constructions. Although from the point of view of the eective theory the V(4) !1
is a non-perturbative limit, the R2 corrections can nevertheless be computed, by considering
that the D5-branes eects are there suppressed, and the model behaves as an N = 2, type
I orbifold without D5-branes, like the Scherck{Schwarz breaking model considered in Refs.
[14, 18]. Thanks to the comparison of these computations, we get approximate but relevant
informations about the strong coupling regime of the heterotic (and type I) constructions.
The R2 corrections
As we said, in order to compare dierent string constructions, we must look at an amplitude
regular in all the theories. As it was discussed in Refs. [1, 10, 18], the correct amplitude
is obtained by projecting out of the R2 amplitude the terms that mix \bulk" and \branes"
contribution. This subtraction corresponds, on the heterotic string side, to the term:
hR2i(o) = hR2i+ 1
12
hP 2i(T 2) + 5
48
hF 2igauge : (5.1)
The second term in the r.h.s. corresponds to the amplitude of the U(1)2 of the two-torus,
computed as in [10]; the third is proportional to the gauge amplitude of the currents. The
subtraction of the torus amplitude is also necessary, because it has singularities absent
in the other string constructions. On the type I side, the one-loop contribution to the
R2 term is proportional to an index [19]: this subtraction amounts therefore to a simple
rescaling of the beta-function coecient. In order to compare with the heterotic side, this
rescaling is necessary, because we must subtract the contribution of the D5-branes states,
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non-perturbative on the heterotic side. On the ~Ω duals, the same considerations are valid,
with the role of D9- and D5-branes exchanged. In the V(4) ! 1 limit, the D5-branes
eects are suppressed and we expect the eective coupling of this amplitude to depend only
on U , the modulus associated to the complex structure of the two-torus around which the
D5-branes are wrapped, and on a \tree level" contribution, proportional to the vacuum
expectation value of a eld, Im ~S 0, corresponding to the coupling of the D9-branes sector,
always present.
5.1 The type I amplitudes
Owing to extended supersymmetry, the corrections to the R2 and F 2 amplitudes receive a
contribution only from the tree and one loop levels. Putting together tree level and one-loop
contributions, we get the following expression for the eective coupling:
16 2
g2
= 16 2 ImS + 16 2 ImS 0 + N
(t)
(U) + b logMP /
p
p2 : (5.2)
The rst two terms on the r.h.s. give the tree-level contribution. The elds S and S 0, whose
imaginary parts parametrize the gauge coupling in the D9-branes and the D5-branes sector
respectively, are dened as in Refs. [5, 6]:
ImS = e−4G1=4!2 ; (5.3)
ImS 0 = e−4G1=4!−2 ; (5.4)
where 4 is the type I dilaton of four dimensions,
p
G = R4R5 the volume of the untwisted
two-torus and !4 the volume of the K3 ( T 4/Z2). The real parts, ReS, ReS 0, are the
scalars dual respectively to B and B45. The function 
N(t)(U) is, for N (t) = 16:
16(U) = −2 log ImU j(U)j4 : (5.5)
In the other cases, it coincides with the N
(t)
(U) term of the heterotic corrections given in
Eqs. (5.17), (5.18) below. The beta-function coecient b, that depends on N
(t)
0 , is the same
as in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.14).
5.2 The \ ~Ω " amplitude in the limit V(4) !1
In the large-V(4) limit, the type IIB orbifold with ~Ω orientifold projection behaves as an
N = 2, type I orientifold without D9-branes. On the type I side, the disappearance of the
D5-branes sector, in the limit V(4) !1, takes place only when this sector is generated by a
freely acting, orbifold projection (see Ref. [18]), in which the T-duality in the compact space
is broken by the translation associated to the orbifold projection. In the ~Ω orientifolds,
instead, T-duality is explicitly broken by construction, and the D5-branes sector always
disappears in the large-V(4) limit. The R
2 correction depends therefore only on the (tree
level) coupling of the D9-branes sector, never negligible because the D9-branes and the O9
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plane fulll the space, and on the modulus U , associated to the complex structure of the
two-torus, whose contribution appears at one loop. We have therefore:
16 2
g2
 16 2 Im ~S 0 + N(t)=16(U) + b logMP /
p
p2 ; (5.6)
where the function N
(t)
(U) is given as in Eq. (5.2) and  indicates that in Eq.(5.6) we
are neglecting terms suppressed with the volume of the transverse space, V(4). The rst two
terms can be seen as the T !1 limit of
N
(t)=16(T; U) = −2 log ImT j(T )j4 − 2 log ImU j(U)j4 ; (5.7)
with the identication T  ~S 0. The last term in the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.6) gives the infrared
running in terms of the Planck mass MP and a physical cut-o,
p
p2; the coecient is
b = 6 +N (t)/4, where N (t) is the number of the orbifold twisted elds, in this case equal to
the number of \twisted" hypermultiplets at the Abelian point.
5.3 The heterotic amplitude
On the heterotic side, there is a tree level, universal contribution. The one-loop contribution
is obtained by inserting in the vacuum amplitude the operators corresponding to (5.1). The
left-moving part of any such operator is the helicity operator Q2, that leads to the saturation
of the fermion zero modes. The right moving parts are dierential operators that, after the
saturation of the zero modes, act on various terms of the second helicity supertrace, B2
2. In
order to compute these quantities, we need an explicit expression of the partition function.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to construct the heterotic dual at the U(1)16 point by using
only discrete, Z2-Wilson lines. This is a technical fact, due to the strong constraints imposed,
on the heterotic string, by modular invariance. However, we can bypass this diculty by
constructing the heterotic model at an extended symmetry point, the U(2)8 point. Even
though at this point the number of hypermultiplets of the twisted sector is twice that of the
type IIB orbifold, the conclusions we will get are valid also at the U(1)16 point. As we will see,
in passing from the U(2)8 to the U(1)16 point, both the numbers of vector and \untwisted"
hypermultiplets are reduced, but their dierence NV − NH remains the same. Universality
properties (see Ref.[21]) then tell us that the \N = 2" sectors of the two orbifolds are the
same, and this is enough for our analysis, because these are the only sectors that contribute




































2For a denition of helicity supertraces, see for instance Ref. [20], and, for a computation in the context
of heterotic N = 2 orbifolds, Ref. [21].
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where fH;Gg 2 f0; 1g parametrize the boundary conditions introduced by the Z2 orbifold
projection in the directions 1 and  of the world-sheet torus; the second line of (5.8) stands
for the contribution of the 10 left-moving world-sheet fermions  ;ΨI and the ghosts ; γ





accounts for the (6; 6) compactied coordinates
and the c = (0; 16) conformal system, which is described by 32 right-moving fermions, ΨA,
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 + g2 + g3 −G

: (5.10)
Here, (~h;~g)  f(h; g); (h1; g1); (h2; g2); (h3; g3)g indicates the projections introduced by the
Wilson lines: Y1, that breaks SO(32) to SO(16) SO(16), Y, that symmetrizes the action
of Z
(H;G)
2 in the two SO(16) factors, and Y2, Y3, that break further the gauge group to
(SO(4) U(1) U(1))4 = U(2)8. In order to make Eq.(5.10) easily readable, we have
separated the two \SO(16)" blocks by braces f g  f g. Within these blocks, the characters
corresponding to the U(1)4 factors are collected in the brackets ( ). The contribution of










indicate that there is no shift





is the contribution of the twisted T 4, where the rst column in
the argument indicates the twist, the second indicates the shifts produced by the Wilson
lines3. The spectrum of the untwisted sector of this orbifold contains the vector multiplets
of the U(1)2 of the two-torus and of the adjoint representation of the gauge group U(2)8; the
hypermultiplets are: four from the twisted T 4 and sixteen in the (2; 2) of the four factors
SO(2) SO(2) = U(1) U(1). In the twisted sector, there are (12 16 hypermultiplets in
3For more details on twisted-shifted lattice sums, we refer the reader to [11, 21].
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  16 in the (1; 2) of spin(4) ⊗ spin(4). When the U(2)8 gauge group is
broken to U(1)16, we obtain precisely sixteen hypermultiplets from the twisted sector.
As we said, the relevant quantity for the one-loop computation of the gravitational cor-



















where the prime indicates that the sum is taken only over the values (H;G)= f(0; 1), (1; 0),


































































After infrared-regularization [22] and integration over the fundamental domain, we nally
get the one loop contribution4, that, summed to that of tree level, gives:
16 2
g2
= 16 2 ImS + N
(t)=16(T; U) + b logMP /
p
p2 ; (5.14)
where the function N
(t)=16(T; U) is given as in Eq. (5.7), with T and U the moduli associ-
ated respectively to the Ka¨hler class and the complex structure of T 2. In the orbifolds with
a reduced number of xed points, the dependence on the moduli T and U is dierent. In
the case of half number of xed points, i.e. with N
(t)























where the arguments indicate the shift produced by a Z2 translation in one circle of the
two-torus. In the case of one-quarter of xed points, N
(t)











































part of the helicity supertrace in the NV = NH freely acting
orbifolds considered in Refs. [10, 17, 18].
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where now there are two independent shifts, along the two independent circles of the two-
torus. In the rst case, the function N
(t)
(T; U) = N
(t)
(T ) + N
(t)
(U), that encodes the
(T; U)-dependence of the correction on the heterotic side, and whose U-dependent part gives
the U -dependence of the type I corrections, is:
8 (T; U) = − log ImT j (T )j4 − 1
3
log Im T j#4 (T )j4
− log ImU j (U)j4 − 1
3
log ImU j#4 (U)j4 : (5.17)
In the second case,
4 (T; U) = −1
2
log ImT j (T )j4 − 1
2
log Im T j#4 (T )j4
−1
2
log ImU j (U)j4 − 1
2
log ImU j (U)j4 : (5.18)
The coecients of the log ImT , log ImU terms are the beta-function coecients of the
gravitational term as seen on the heterotic side, at the Abelian point:
bgrav =
24 +N (t) − (NV −NH)
12
; (5.19)
where (NV − NH), the contribution of the elds originating from the currents, is 16. We






are the same. As we mentioned, this is due to an universality property,




-shifted. The universality properties there derived, relating models with the same shift
in the lattice sum and the same NV − NH , are valid here, if NV , NH are the numbers of
vector and hypermultiplets in the orbifold untwisted sector.
In the N (t) = 16 case, without the D-projections, the result (5.13) could have been






-twisted sector, by using general properties of the amplitudes. In that case, in fact,






piece that contains a dependence on the moduli, and sum over (H;G) to obtain directly the
amplitude hR2(o)i. Owing to the cancellation, in the integrand, of the non-holomorphic pieces
proportional to 1
Im 











(Aj() +B) : (5.20)
A and B are constants, and it is intended that the integral has to be properly regularized
by subtracting the infrared divergence. In order to conclude for the result, it is then enough
to observe that the singularity for  ! i1 in the integrand of (5.20), due to the pole of the
j-function, is subtracted by hP 2i(T 2) and that the subtraction of this amplitude, which has a
vanishing beta-function coecient, doesn’t change the constant term B, that remains equal
to the beta-function coecient of hR2i. This implies that A = 0 and B = bgrav.
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Comparison of the three constructions
The heterotic/type I duality for Z2, non-freely acting orbifolds was analyzed in Ref. [6], where
it was found that the T -dependent, one-loop heterotic contribution to the eective coupling
is mapped, on the type I side, into a tree-level plus a non-perturbative contribution. In the
large-T limit, N
(t)
(T ) behaves as  
24
N (t) ImT , and the heterotic one-loop contribution
reproduces the term in Eq. (5.2) linear in S 0, that parametrizes the coupling of the gauge
elds of the D5-branes sector. The map is therefore N (t) T ! 3 27  S 0, or, more correctly,
according to the analysis of Ref. [1], N (t) T−1 ! 3 27  S 0 (owing to the invariance of the
correction under T ! −1/T , the result is the same). The coecient N (t) automatically takes
into account the fact that, when the number of twisted hypermultiplets is reduced, there is
a \higher level" realization of the D5-branes gauge group, reflected in a dierent strength of
the coupling: ImS 02k = 2 ImS
0
k, where the level k is related to the rank of the gauge group
by k = 16/r. As usual, the heterotic dilaton{axion eld S is dual to the eld S of type I.
In the case of the dual type IIB, ~Ω orientifolds, the map is similar, with a simple exchange
of the role of the eld S and S 0. In the limit V(4) ! 0, the correction is on the other hand
approximated by the expression given in Eqs. (5.6), (5.7). Taking into account that this is
the limit of small S 0, the type I/heterotic map S 0 ! T , and performing an inversion of T ,
we are naturally led to identify the eld ~S 0 with the inverse of the eld S 0:
S 0 $ T ; − 1
T
$ ~S 0 ) ~S 0 / − 1
S 0
: (5.21)
The linear divergence of the correction in both the large and small S 0 limits corresponds to
the fact that the N = 2, type I D5-branes sector is always present and supersymmetry is
always broken to N = 2. The contribution of the eld S, corresponding to the tree level
coupling of the D5-branes of the ~Ω orbifolds, is on the other hand missing. As it was for the
cases considered in Ref. [1], also in this case this fact suggests that the linear term, appearing
on the heterotic side at the tree level, indeed comes from the expansion of a function of the
type:





where the second term is a series of terms exponentially suppressed both in the large- and
small-S limits. For large ImS, (5.22) reproduces the tree level linear dependence on this
eld, while for S ! 0, this function doesn’t vanish but diverges only logarithmically in −1/S.
We interpret the logarithmic divergence as due to the (non-perturbative) contribution of the
massless states of the \D5-branes" of the ~Ω orientifold. The above discussed map between
the moduli of the heterotic and type I orbifolds leads us to argue their non-perturbative
equivalence. This implies that the total correction to the eective coupling of the R2 term
must take the following form:
16 2
g2
 16  log ImSj#2(S)j4 + N(t)(T; U) + b logMP /
p
p2
+O (e−Sf(T; U) : (5.23)
In the above expression, we must allow for the presence of terms, suppressed in both the
large- and small-S limits, that mix the contributions of the three moduli, S, T , U . The
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absence of a type IIA, Z2Z2 dual orbifold construction, in which the R2 correction would
appear factorized into the sum of the separate contributions of these moduli (see Ref. [12]),
indicates that indeed such terms are present.
The gauge couplings
We now consider only the orbifold with maximal number of xed points. The low-energy
eective action of the type I dual construction is symmetric under the exchange of the D9- and
D5-branes sectors. This is reflected in the symmetry of the eective gravitational coupling,
Eq. (5.2), under S $ S 0. On the heterotic side, this would correspond to a symmetry under
interchange of the elds S and T . As far as both S and S 0 ( T ) are large, i.e. in the
limit in which the supergravity approximation of the type I string is valid, we can neglect all
the terms in the expansion of the eective coupling except for the rst one, linear in these
elds. In this limit indeed the eective theory possesses S $ T symmetry, as it would derive
from the heterotic/heterotic, S-duality in six dimensions [24]. The analysis of the string
corrections we just presented shows however that this symmetry of the perturbative theory
[7] is actually broken at the non-perturbative level: the tree level linear terms ImS, ImT , are
promoted to dierent functions that possess the same large-eld limit. Modulo exponentially
suppressed terms, we have:  ImS ! log ImSj#2(S)j4,  ImT ! 3 log ImT j(T )j4.
The breaking of the S $ T symmetry has potential phenomenological consequences. As
is known, the eective gauge coupling gY M of the FF
 term of the heterotic string has
a behavior similar to that of the gravitational, R2 term. For a wide class of Wilson lines,




 − log ImSj#2(S)j4 − log ImT j(T )j4 − log ImU j(U)j4
+O (e−Sf(T; U); e−(T;U) ; (5.24)
where we omit any normalization coecient, including the proper value of the gauge beta-
function, dierent from the gravitational one 6. In the second line of the r. h. s., besides
the terms suppressed at large and small dilaton, as in the \regular" R2 term, we collect also
the exponential terms originating from the gravitational back-reaction and the integration
over the massive levels of the currents [25, 23]. From the type I dual, we learn that the
gauge group is non-perturbatively enhanced. The coupling of the non-perturbative part
of the gauge group, provided by the type I D5-branes vector elds, can be obtained from
the coupling of the heterotic perturbative part, provided by the type I D9-branes elds, by
exchanging in (5.24) the role of the elds S and S 0 / T . The coupling of the D5-branes
5Ihe following discussion, we consider congurations in which, from the type I point of view, the two
factors of the gauge group, corresponding to the D9- and D5-branes respectively, are isomorphic, and broken
in such a way that we can still apply the decompactication arguments of Section 2. In particular, the gauge
groups SO(32) and U(16) are excluded. In order to describe non-Abelian groups, an ~Ω dual description in
terms of Dp-, D(9-5+p)-branes, p > 0 may turn out to be more convenient.
6Observe that our arguments apply to a class of models in which gravitational and gauge beta functions
have the same sign.
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gauge elds corresponds in fact to the coupling of the D9-branes gauge eld of the dual, ~Ω
orientifold. It is therefore possible to determine, up to minor corrections due to the unknown
exponentially suppressed terms, the ratio of the couplings of the two parts of the gauge group,
as a function of the dilaton and other geometrical moduli of the compactication, in the two
limits S !1 and S ! 0, i.e. at both the weak and strong heterotic coupling.
As a consistency check of our solution, we consider the situation from the type I point of
view. For the sake of simplicity, in the following we don’t care about numerical coecients
and normalization factors. In the the type I picture, at the tree level the gauge couplings





 ImS 0. Both these couplings however receive perturbative and non-
perturbative corrections. According to our previous analysis, a good approximation of their




 − log ImSj#2(S)j4 − log ImS 0j(S 0)j4 ; (5.25)
1
g25
 − log ImSj(S)j4 − log ImS 0j#2(S 0)j4 ; (5.26)
where we neglected all the exponentially suppressed terms and the dependence on the eld
U , that we can consider xed. In the limit S 0 ! 0 with S large but xed, corresponding
to the decompactication of the space transverse to the D5-branes, as is clear from Eqs.
(5.3) and (5.4), we expect that the interaction of their gauge elds with the string bulk
becomes very weak. By looking at the expansion of the expressions (5.25), (5.26), we see
that g25/g
2
9  ImS/ ImS 0 !1. This is in agreement with what we expected: the D5-branes
gauge elds are frozen to their classical values, and they don’t generate anymore a gauge but
a discrete symmetry. Owing to the presence of the N = 2, twisted sector of the orbifold in
the closed string, supersymmetry remains on the other hand broken to N = 2, as it can be
seen from the behavior of the R2 corrections. The non-trivial result is that, owing to the fact
that the D9-branes sector can be seen as the dual of the D5-branes sector in a type IIB, ~Ω
orientifold, it becomes \trivial" at the strong coupling, where its gauge bosons are \frozen"
and generate only a discrete symmetry: in the limit S ! 0, with S 0 large but nite, we have
in fact: g29/g
2
5  ImS 0/ ImS !1.
6. Conclusions
In this work we have analyzed the strong coupling behavior of certain four dimensional,
N = 2 non-freely acting orbifolds of the heterotic string, which possess a non-perturbative
extension of the gauge group, due to small instantons. The analysis of the strong coupling
has been carried out by comparing the renormalization of the eective coupling of certain
gravitational corrections, as computed in the heterotic orbifold and in the type I dual theories.
Although the duality between the maximal rank, N = 4 heterotic and type I string, is
valid only in the perturbative limit of both the theories, the comparison of the gravitational
corrections leads us to argue that, for these N = 2 constructions the duality is valid also at a
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non-perturbative level. In order to understand the large dilaton behavior, we have considered
both the ordinary type I construction, obtained by orientifolding the type IIB string with the
world-sheet parity Ω, and the dual construction obtained by orientifolding with ~Ω, the world-
sheet parity coupled to a target space reflection along four compact coordinates. The Ω and ~Ω
orientifolds are related by T-duality on these four coordinates. This operation exchanges the
role of D9- and D5-branes: considering the T-dual construction allows therefore to see some
aspects of the supersymmetry breaking due to the orientifold projection, and to investigate
the heterotic strong coupling limit as the limit of large volume of the space transverse to
the D5-branes in the ~Ω orientifold construction. In this way, it is possible to see that,
at the strong coupling, the D9-branes sector of the type I orbifolds, corresponding to the
heterotic perturbative part of the gauge group, gives a \vanishing" contribution. In freely
acting orbifolds, such as those considered in Ref. [1], the \N = 2 sector", introduced by
the orbifold projection, disappears in a special limit of the perturbative moduli space. It is
then possible to restore the full N = 8 supersymmetry by going at the strong coupling. In
non-freely acting orbifolds, the case we considered in this work, this is not possible because
the \N = 2 sector" corresponding to the orbifold twisted sector and to the type I D5-branes
sector, is always present. However, the dierent nature of the two supersymmetry breaking
projections, namely the orientifold Ω projection that reduces supersymmetry from N = 8
to N = 4 and produces the D9-branes sector, and the Z2, orbifold projection that further
breaks supersymmetry to N = 2, is reflected in the particular behavior of the eective
coupling of the R2 term. This coupling depends on the heterotic moduli S, T and U , i.e.
the dilaton{axion eld and the moduli associated respectively to the Ka¨hler class and the
complex structure of the untwisted two-torus. Even though, for large ImS and ImT , it
seems that the theory possesses S $ T symmetry, it turns out that this is not true in the
non-perturbative regime. The asymmetry of the gravitational, R2 coupling, in the elds
S and T , has potential phenomenological consequences, because it reflects into a dierent
renormalization of the eective couplings of the perturbative and non-perturbative part of
the gauge group. We have determined the dominant behavior of these gauge couplings, as a
function of the moduli S, T , U , in the relevant limits of both the weak and strong coupling,
S !1; S ! 0, T !1, T ! 0, modulo some exponentially suppressed terms mixing these
moduli.
Putting together the results of this work and those of our previous analysis, appeared
in Ref. [1], we conclude that the four dimensional type I N = 2 orbifolds with gauge
group broken to its Abelian subgroup can always be considered as M-theory (semi)freely-
acting orbifolds, in which the D9-branes sector can always be trivialized by going to a
strong coupling limit. For more complicated congurations, in which the gauge group is
not broken to its Abelian subgroup, the analysis may be much more complicated, and the
conclusions rather dierent. Only at the Abelian point we were in fact able to exchange
the type I, D9-branes construction with an \ ~Ω " orientifold construction in which there is a
local cancellation of the tadpoles, obtained by putting each mirror pair of D5-branes on a
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